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Stakeholder Engagement
This was the first of a programme of regular meetings which the new
Chamberlain Highbury Trust (CHT) will hold to engage and consult
with as wide a range as possible of partners, neighbours and other
interested organisations (stakeholders). Organisations were asked to
complete a survey to help identify their needs and concerns for the
future, those who could not attend submitted their survey and have
been contacted to arrange a future meeting with them to discuss the
future of Highbury.
The purpose of this meeting was to introduce the new Trust and
Trustees Designate and to find out from stakeholders more details of
their current involvement with Highbury; to hear about any immediate
concerns or issues; what stakeholders would like to see happen in the
future and what CHT might do to realise those aspirations; and to
consider how we might all work together to achieve the best future
for Highbury.

Common Themes
A number of common themes emerged from the various presentations
which can be summarised as:
•

That the estate as a whole (i.e. the house and the grounds together)
should be restored and developed at the same time, if at all possible.

•

Whilst recognising the importance and significance of the history
of the estate and the legacy of the Chamberlain Family, Highbury
needs to be relevant for the 21st Century and attractive and
welcoming to children and young people.

•

Community benefit and public access to all parts of the estate
should be the corner stone of the CHT development and operating
plans.

•

Park restoration should open up views of the house from the park.

•

Facilities for park users and visitors should be provided, including
toilets and refreshment outlets.

•

There should be a sustainable transport plan for visitors, including
improved public transport and parking arrangemets.

•

Steps should be taken to improve the local road network, including
junction improvements.

Key Messages
Summing up the outcome of what had been a very successful first
meeting Chair Designate of CHT, Les Sparks, highlighted six key
messages from the discussions:
•

Respect for the Heritage, and treating the estate (ie the house and
park) as one.

•

Delivering public benefit.

•

Providing good visitor facilities.

•

Being a good neighbour.

•

Something for future generations.

•

The need to maintain regular communication with all stakeholders.

All those representing stakeholders, whether they be current tenants,
park users, local neighbours or other stakeholders pledged full support
for the aspirations of CHT and wanted to be kept informed on a regular
basis. The proposed Charitable Objectives were unanimously endorsed.
All existing “tenants” and users of the estate expressed a very strong wish
to remain in situ.

Birmingham Beekeepers Association
Birmingham City Council Rangers*
Birmingham Civic Society
Birmingham Conservation Trust
Britannic Gardens Residents
Britannic Park Residents
Four Seasons Garden Project
Highbury Orchard Community
Highbury Park Friends
Kings Heath History Society

Attendees

Moor Green West Residents Association
Moseley Community Development Trust
Moseley Forum
Moseley and Kings Heath Shed
Moseley Regeneration Group
Moseley Society
Victorian Society
*Unable to attend but submitted written
representation

Follow the Chamberlain Highbury Trust journey on:
Chamberlain Highbury Trust Facebook Page
We will be developing more methods of keeping up to
date with the progress of the new trust in due course.
You can message us on Facebook. If you would like to
be added to the E-mailing list please contact:
Simon Buteux:
simon@birminghamconservationtrust.org

Stay in touch

Chamberlain Highbury Trust

Stakeholder Group Statements
The trustees of the recently formed Chamberlain Highbury Trust (CHT) have committed to
involving as many stakeholder groups and interested individuals in the development of the
plans to restore the house and grounds of the Highbury Estate.
Below is a collation of statements from various stakeholder groups submitted at the CHT’s
first stakeholder event on 24 February 2016. It also includes a statement of the new
Chamberlain Highbury Trust’s draft objectives.
Other stakeholder groups from which statements would also be gratefully received (please
see template in the appendix and email to the address below). These additional groups
might include:








Birmingham & Black Country Wildlife Trust
Birmingham Open Spaces Forum
Kings Heath in Bloom
Kings Heath Transition Initiative
Moor Green Allotments
Moor Green Residents Association East
Uffculme School

There were also a number of individuals who have stated an interest in being part of the
development of the Chamberlain Highbury restoration project and their names have been
added to the stakeholder list.
Email statements to: alison.millward@talk21.com
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Birmingham & District Bee Keepers Association
To further the Craft of bee keeping and educate the public in the importance of and role that
the honey bee plays in our local and national environments.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
Our training and demonstration apiary has been in Highbury since the mid 1940s. The then
Parks Committee of the Birmingham Corporation approved an apiary site in 1946 and we
have since then, enjoyed unrestricted access whilst maintaining both the site and its
boundaries.
The apiary is used for training, education, demonstration and mentoring. Recently we have
been actively supporting other Highbury stakeholder events such as the Orchard Harvest
and the Four Seasons craft events. This is something we would be keen to develop and
support where possible.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
First and foremost we would like the status quo to be maintained. We are both self contained
and sustaining. Our continued occupation and unrestricted access is all we require. Some
assistance with the ground water issues would make for a more amenable area. We would
like to develop a better working relationship with the trustees to ensure this and to maximise
what we have to offer the estate and its activities. We would be interested in exploring the
use of the wider estate buildings for potential events and meetings.
Any immediate concerns you may have
Ground water.
Access
Wider site management from a planting and maintenance aspect – the estate and park could
benefit from more wildflower habitat as opposed to the march of the bramble! The
Himalayan balsam should be treated sympathetically although the traditionalists will oppose
this view!
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
In short not a lot. We only need you to maintain our access and use of the site. Anything
else would be a bonus!
Main contact name: Sharif Khan (President BDBKA)
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Birmingham City Council Rangers – Parks and Nature
Conservation
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
Currently working on a management plan for Highbury Park to ensure best practice is
considered in terms of  Visitor health and safety
 Biodiversity and heritage, (both natural and landscape)
 Encouraging and engaging volunteers in habitat management
 Active Parks/Wellbeing programme of walks and information sharing
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
 Close partnership working amongst stakeholders
 Strategies for joint projects
Any immediate concerns you may have
 Establishing clear lines of communication, and clarity in terms of future aims and
possible developments
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
 Communication
Main contact name: Alf Dimmock
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Birmingham Civic Society
Birmingham Civic Society celebrates the city’s heritage, promotes citizenship, recognises the
people and places that have and do contribute to life in the city. It encourages the highest
standards of planning and architecture and helps create a better environment.

What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
No direct involvement currently - although interested in researching/understanding any
historical connection/involvement. Birmingham Civic Society was founded in 1918 and so is
very likely to have links with the Chamberlain family and Highbury Estate
Interested in supporting the development of Highbury Estate into a sustainable organisation
whilst ensuring that its unique heritage is retained and celebrated for the benefit of
Birmingham citizens.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
Nothing specific at this stage - open to suggestions and fresh ideas on the basis that they
meet the above.

Any immediate concerns you may have
What are the current plans?
What are the timescales?
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Regular updates and further opportunity for detailed discussions/consultations with our
Heritage and Planning Committees.
Main contacts name: Gavin Orton (BCS Chairman and Trustee, BCS Planning Committee
Chair)
Rita McLean (BCS Trustee and BCS Heritage Committee Chair)
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Birmingham Conservation Trust
Our charitable objectives are “to preserve and enhance Birmingham’s threatened
architectural heritage and to promote an enjoyment and understanding of the city’s historic
buildings.”
“Returning historic buildings to a place in people’s lives” is our core purpose, whether this is
achieved by taking on a building and restoring it ourselves, by providing advice and support
for others to do so, or by promoting the importance of taking action to protect our
endangered heritage.
Our commitment to raising awareness of Birmingham’s threatened architectural heritage
drives our engagement projects, particularly through the operation of the Newman Brothers
Coffin Fitting Factory or by undertaking projects such as Heritage at Risk.
Our key aims 2016-2026

What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
BCT have been involved with Highbury for at least the last 5 years working for Birmingham
City Council in developing the options appraisal and feasibility study for Highbury. We are
currently supporting the development of the new Trust, recruitment of trustees etc. We have
a lot of knowledge and expertise on Highbury, and historic building preservation in
Birmingham.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
We are keen to continue our association with Highbury, working with the new Highbury Trust
to develop a sustainable future for the estate.
Any immediate concerns you may have
Timescale and capacity. Ensuring we can work effectively with the Chamberlain Highbury
Trust, BCC, local community and special interest groups.
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What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Clear sense of vision and direction.
Good lines of communication.

Main contact name: Jane Arthur, Chair BCT
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Britannic Park Residents Association
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
At the moment only neighbours and visitors of the house and grounds.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
We would like to see it become a social hub of Moseley, using it in the spirit it was given.
Any immediate concerns you may have
Dangerous parking on Yew Tree Road.
Continued maintenance of Highbury allowing it to stay in use.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Continued communication.
Main contact name: Rachel Kinning
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Chamberlain Highbury Trust (created 2016)
Draft Objectives:










The responsible stewardship of the Highbury Estate for the general benefit of the
citizens of Birmingham
The conservation and promotion of the heritage values of the Highbury Estate
including the Grade II* listed house and the Grade II registered historic park
The promotion and delivery of activities that increase the sustainability of the
heritage, including the encouragement of biodiversity
The promotion of education and training opportunities and support for enterprise,
local businesses and community cohesion within Birmingham
The advancement of community engagement and civic responsibility through
encouragement and support for volunteering and participation by people within
Birmingham and the region
The promotion of the history of the Chamberlain family and its local and national
importance
The provision of opportunities to support the arts and culture within Birmingham and
the region
The promotion and delivery of activities that support mental and physical health and
social well-being
The establishment of mutually beneficial partnerships with other organisations that
can assist in meeting these objectives

Initial work programme in 2016-17:
1. Coordinate the development of restoration proposals for the house and grounds, down to
and including the pools
2. Work in partnership with stakeholders in the development of those restoration proposals
to generate benefits for the heritage, people and communities
3. Raise circa £7m to fund the restoration
4. Develop a business plan to sustain the operation beyond the restoration phase
5. Plan for the major restoration phase to begin in 2018
6. Ensure that the house is more actively used from now until the major restoration begins.
Main contact name:
Les Sparks (Chair)
Simon Buteux (Coordinator)
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Four Seasons Garden Project
Caters for adults with learning disabilities who work as volunteers growing plants and
running a small garden centre.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
Our project is based in the grounds of the Highbury Estate – in part of what used to be the
old kitchen garden. When the project started 18 years ago the site was overgrown and
unused. We have returned it to a garden plant nursery.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
We would like to see more people visit the Hall, the park and our project. It would be good if
we could all work together to achieve this so we all add to what other groups do and
coordinate our activities. We would like to see a café for visitors to the Estate.
An animal farm could be developed as in the past.
Any immediate concerns you may have
We would like to stay on site and be involved in all the new developments.
We would like to grow as a project, so more people can access the site e.g. more people
with learning disabilities, families and children.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Communication and opportunity to be part of the new developments.
Assistance in developing a café on site or elsewhere.
Assistance to develop another arm of our project to upgrade the cottage and bring the
upstairs into use.
Help with maintaining the arbour and old trees in the orchard.
Main contact name: Richard Ashmore
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Highbury Orchard Community CIC (HOCCIC)
Connecting people and land by caring for both
Our purpose is to benefit the community and environment by running a sustainable business
that manages the community orchard, events spaces, wellbeing programmes, Forest
School, conservation and related activities.
From our Declaration of Community Interest (filed with Companies House, 2012)
Our beneficiaries are people who want to engage in communities of sustainability, heritage,
and well-being.
Our activities and how they benefit the community:








Developing horticultural projects at Highbury; providing access to information and
expertise about food production, and events around traditional practices
Work with local organisations to deliver events, training, and eco-friendly trading
schemes; support for education and skills development, particularly with young people,
vulnerable adults, and those with an interest in related careers, lifestyles, or activities.
Contribute to the charitable aims of the Highbury trusts.
Maintain Highbury's heritage landscape for the benefit of future generations, by providing
opportunities to understand the historic and agricultural landscapes whilst maintaining
those landscapes for wildlife and future generations.
Create a cultural resource for all to enjoy by providing access to a public space devoted
to a range of informative and cultural activities, such as festivals, tours, courses,
traditional food and craft

What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the
Highbury Estate (comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
Our interest revolves around the qualities of Highbury as a cherished semi-wild-yet-managed
space; a place with a very much its own story and identity. We aim to increase awareness
and appreciation of Highbury landscapes, while supporting a diversity of use and community.
In line with our purpose above:







bringing the estate into fuller and more varied use
caring for the heritage fruit trees at Four Seasons and Chamberlain House
developing the young orchard, forest school, and other amenities
running activity programmes and public events in line with our mission
helping our communities access and engage with nature
monitoring and supporting wildlife habitat

What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury
Estate in the future
We'd like to see a mix of conserved and restored landscape spaces where a diverse range
of activities happen – whether spontaneous, recreational, cultural or educational. Plus a
clear opportunity for people to help create a public amenity.




Improve amenities and facilities to bring more people into the park / estate
Develop mutually supportive engagement among estate stakeholders
10
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Run programmes that help people of diverse abilities and backgrounds get involved
Establish estate-based resources for skills development around food growing,
orchard/woodland management and other sustainability practices
Create a community space for public events, seminars, craft activities and
admin/archive activity

Addendum: What we can offer




Connection with local residential, business, charitable & greenspace communities.
Contribution to a coherent Highbury brand and ethos.
Knowledge about the landscape and users

Any immediate concerns you may have
For ourselves







Secure storage and indoor work space for small groups (approx. 15sqm)
Access to toilets for school groups
Coordinating with skilled tradespeople to deal with tree work, drainage, brickwork, etc.
Coordinating with Four Seasons and Uffculme School about care of ancient fruit trees.
Defining a process leading to formal tenure for HOCCIC
Exploring joint income prospects

For the estate





Addressing safety issues like fire hazards, emergency access, vandalism, broken pipes,
broken tree limbs, pedestrian hazards
Environmental concerns, including drains & sewage
Preservation of heritage features, including plantings
Anti-social behaviour

What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations






Help getting improved amenities at the Orchard – toilets, tap water and an indoor space
Well-maintained lines of communication
Developing policy and strategy around supporting our respective communities
Joint working on landscape, access, funding/business development, collegial relations
and other matters
Participation in lottery bid

Main contact name: Liz Wright & David Papadopoulos
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Highbury Park Friends
A voluntary group dedicated to the preservation, improvement and enjoyment of the park.
We recognise the social and historical importance of Highbury and its unique character as a
green open space for local people, whether for dog walking, artistic inspiration, a picnic or
exercise.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)





We organise a regular programme of events, open to everyone that includes wildlife,
wildflower and tree walks, bat walks, history walks and talks, pond dipping etc.
We have undertaken tree and bird surveys of the whole park which we continue to
update and revise.
We are committed to the preservation and monitoring of wildlife habitats in the park
through joint initiatives with BCC Parks Department, the Wildlife Trust and other
agencies
We continue to work with the Parks Dept. to contribute to the management plan for
the park, plant trees and hedges to enhance and preserve the historic landscape

What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
Our main wish is for the historical and heritage features and wildlife habitats to be preserved
with free and open access for the people of Birmingham in the spirit that was intended when
the land was donated to us.
Any immediate concerns you may have
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
We look forward to on-going consultation, a fruitful dialogue and a positive working
relationship with the new Trust.
Main contact name: Anne Gilbert
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Kings Heath Local History Society
Encouraging the local community to find out more about the history of Kings Heath.
The aim of the society is to “further knowledge and understanding of the Kings Heath area,
both in the past and the present and to foster interest in, and to take part in, the preservation
of the local environment”.
We achieve this through meetings and visits, research and publications and through the
encouragement of the preservation of buildings, artefacts and other items of local historical
interest.
We meet monthly and undertake research into all aspects of the history of Kings Heath and
the people who lived and worked in it. This research is uploaded onto and is available on
our web site.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
We currently have no direct involvement with the estate. We have previously acted as tour
guides at the house in the past.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
We would like to see the building and grounds remain open to the public so that they can
understand its history, its links with the Chamberlain Family and the City of Birmingham and
its importance both locally and nationally.
The building has a vast amount of important history from the late Victorian period to the early
years of the Second World War. Areas covered, not in any time related order, are:









“Upstairs downstairs” in the late Victorian/Edwardian periods
Local culture and activities such as Kings Heath Horse Show, flower shows
WW1 hospitals
Politics of the period Joseph, Austin and Neville Chamberlain plus their sisters, wives
and daughters
Birmingham as a pioneering city “state”
The farm
The architect John Chamberlain
Associations with the author J.R.R. Tolkien, who lived for a short period in Westfield
Road overlooking the park/farm, the Cadbury’s and the Henburys.

Any immediate concerns you may have
Any changes to Highbury House and Park – a beautiful and a natural resource for the local
community, plus the selling off of any part of the asset (buildings or land).
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What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Highbury is preserved as a building of significant, local and national, historical importance
open to the public and with a staff, well trained in the history of Highbury and the
Chamberlain family.
Main contact name: Andy Bishop (Chair)
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Moor Green Residents’ Association West
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
A member of our Committee (Mary Stops Roe) attends meetings re the Highbury Estate to
ensure we continue to support the preservation and appropriate use and development of this
jewel in our midst.
All local residents in our area, which borders Highbury, have a strong interest in a successful
future for the house and grounds.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future







Restoration and preservation of the house and grounds
The house and grounds to be open to the public, perhaps with a fee payable or
membership options, available for hire and used for events and occasions
Careful consideration of whether it is wise to continue with the ‘arboretum’ or return
the park to its original landscape
Ensure safe access to the house and grounds with appropriate crossing points from
local roads
Full drainage survey to inform future action
Careful consideration of the siting of paths within the park to maintain the privacy of
the house whilst still allowing views and access.

Any immediate concerns you may have
Poor state of repair of the house.
How can young people be engaged in the future of Highbury?
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
The strength of a committed group.

Main contact name: Fiona Tyson
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Moseley in Bloom
Keeping Moseley clean and green (looking after the green environment).
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
No formal engagement at the moment.

What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
More engagement with other local groups.
Any immediate concerns you may have
None thus far.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Appropriate management of the unique green environment of Highbury Hall.
Would possibly be interested in a community planting scheme(s) in Highbury Park Estate.
Main contact name: Trevor Hocking
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Moseley Community Development Trust
(Drafted by Alison Millward from note of CHT meeting with Tony Thapar on 4.4.16)

A company limited by guarantee and a registered charity begun by members of the Moseley
Society and Moseley Forum with help from Moseley and District Churches Housing
Association.
Purpose is to support the regeneration of the neighbourhood and provide a community hub.
Objectives include developing a vision for Moseley, identifying successful models of
regeneration, developing projects to help local residents and businesses to own and manage
assets for Moseley, to be innovative and inclusive, foster partnerships and to identify funding
and resources for the benefit of Moseley residents.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
To see an independent charity set up to run the estate and deliver public benefit as
envisioned in the coalition document of circa 2009.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
A development of the use of Highbury for educational and training purposes and nurturing
the civic leaders of the future.
That projects and activities create opportunities for the new and old communities of
Birmingham to interact around the themes of plants, food, education, young people, civic
action.
Links be made with South Africa and the Chamberlain family descendants.
Opportunities to establish social enterprise to be explored.
Any immediate concerns you may have
That a programme of activities is instigated and hosted before, during and after the closure
of the house for restoration.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
True independence of decision making for the new trust.
Engagement with local stakeholders.
Main contact name: Tony Thapar (Coordinator)
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Moseley Forum
A Neighbourhood Forum set up in the early 1970s. All Moseley residents are members of
the Forum.
Our role is to gather and represent the views of the local Forum community and to improve
the area for the benefit of that community.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
Highbury Hall is a wonderful community asset, donated to benefit the local community. The
wish of the donor has not been realised for a long time. Moseley Forum is concerned that
the asset has been allowed to deteriorate seriously; some members would like to hold the
City Council to account for this bad stewardship. However on balance we prefer to act
constructively to improve the community asset and we are pleased about the creation of the
Chamberlain Highbury Trust.

What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
The list of the Trust’s objectives echoes the aspirations MF - but we have one more: the wish
for a sustainable transport plan for visitors. Moseley residents regularly suffer from a lack of
parking close to our homes, and from heavy traffic in our streets.
Moseley Forum sees our role as one of a scrutiny group – to ensure that the positive
intentions of the Trust are realised.
Any immediate concerns you may have
?
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Regular, timely communication on progress and activities
Main contact name: Izzy Knowles (Chair)
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Moseley & Kings Heath Shed (Registered Charity 1161505)
Our purpose is to help reduce or alleviate loneliness, isolation or social exclusion among
(mainly) older people.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
Our organisation has no involvement with the Highbury Estate at this point in time. However,
as a small and growing charity, we have been seeking (and continue to seek) additional
space so that we can expand both the range of activities and the number of spaces that we
can offer.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
It would be beneficial if the Highbury Estate was able to act as the hub around which the
Moseley & Kings Heath communities could focus, providing both space/s and
encouragement for more and better facilities for local organisations and the groups for which
they provide services. We would like to be able to work more closely with other bodies who
provide similar services for other groups, or different services for groups such as those for
which we are set up, and believe that a co-ordinating and/or facilitating body would prove
extremely helpful in this context.
Any immediate concerns you may have
Space for voluntary (or statutory) organisations is at a premium in this area, and costs are
prohibitive, bearing in mind the continuing economic stringency experienced by many such
bodies whose sole (or main) purpose is to help improve services and facilities for the
community.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Help in identifying and securing accessible, appropriate, and economically viable space/s
from which to provide services and facilities for the local communities.
Main contact name: David Rogers (Chairman of Trustee Board).
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Moseley Regeneration Group – a sub group of Moseley Community
Development Trust
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
MRG brings together representatives of the public, private and community sector
organisations in Moseley to co-ordinate and develop planning strategy and economic,
environmental and social regeneration activities in the neighbourhood. By working in
partnership we have a strong voice, avoid duplication of effort and save resources.
Most significantly, we are the body that led the creation of the 2014 Supplementary Planning
Document for Moseley, in partnership with Birmingham City Council – the statutory policy
document upon which planning application and investment decisions are made in the
neighbourhood (http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/moseleyspd). The SPD is complemented by
the Making Moseley Action Plan. Together, these documents promote policy and action to
conserve the heritage assets of the area and develop the tourism and visitor destination
potential of the area to sustain a vibrant local culture and economy.
We invite potential developers and other investors in the area to our meetings to ensure they
have a clear picture of the local statutory policy and active community infrastructure
underpinning Moseley which we hope they will respond to.
We formally support and endorse developments that will realise local people’s aspirations for
Moseley as expressed in the SPD and Making Moseley Action Plan.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
We would like to see that the restoration of the estate:
1) respects, protects and enhances the character of Moseley
2) ensures that this historic asset is recognised and contributes towards the area’s vitality
and durability
3) is managed in a sustainable way
4) ensures that any new development is of the highest design standard.
Any immediate concerns you may have
That the aspirations and concerns of all stakeholders are taken into account in the
development of the restoration proposals.
That the restoration generates benefits for the heritage, people and communities.
That the visitor is encouraged to experience the estate and the rest of Highbury Park as one
place/destination.
All these will require a commitment to open partnership working with other key stakeholders
including Birmingham Parks and Transportation Departments, Friends of Highbury Park and
the Highbury Orchard CIC.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
A commitment to regular liaison.
Early engagement on the draft restoration proposals.
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Main contact name: Dr Alison Millward (Chair); David Sandison (Secretary)
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Moseley Society
The Moseley Society is a civic amenity group with a particular interest in the built
environment. We were formed in 1979, are a registered charity (No. 512211) and have
always taken an active interest in local planning and licensing issues. The Society was
responsible for the renovation of the Icehouse and Dovecote which were part of Moseley
Hall. It now maintains the buildings and, with the help of volunteers, looks after the
Dovecote garden. Both buildings are in the heart of Moseley and open to visitors from April
– October. The Society is a membership organisation with a number of members actively
involved in volunteering in a variety of ways. We collect around 400 subscriptions, reach
more than 1,000 people and have email addresses for the majority of our members.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
We are keen to see the full restoration of Highbury to its original splendour and its
subsequent maintenance as an important community asset in view of its historic connections
with the Chamberlain family and the architectural merits of the building itself and surrounding
gardens and parkland. The Hall could be part of the Heritage Open Days. In 2015 we
attracted well over 600 visitors to Moseley Hall when it opened its doors for the first time.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
We would encourage restoration of the buildings and garden. We have had some
experience, albeit on a smaller scale. We think it’s important that there is better public
access with a linking bus service. We have already campaigned for a service from Moseley
direct to the University/QEH which would pass Highbury. In the past volunteers from the
Moseley history section of the Society have acted as room stewards on opening days.
Any immediate concerns you may have
The state of the building and grounds and lack of public transport and access to the Estate.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
We feel it is important for Highbury to become part of the cultural, historical, community life
of Moseley and to this end we would like regular feedback, so we can pass news from the
Chamberlain Highbury Trust on to our members and have the opportunity to collaborate with
them on future developments.
Main contact name: Fiona Adams (The Secretary)
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Reddings and Amesbury Road Residents Association
(RARRA)
Aims of RARRA include promoting the interests of residents and to take joint action for the
mutual benefit of residents.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake):
RARRA has no current direct involvement with the Trust, but residents live close to the
Highbury estate and use the grounds for leisure; are involved with the Community Orchard;
and would like to be involved in and contribute to the development of the trust through
voluntary activities for example.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future:
-

Restoration of the Hall and its grounds
Establishing a sense of ‘place’ within Highbury Hall and its grounds
More accessibility for the community through public transport, free to access, suitable
physical access for all
For access to be available even when functions are being held.

Any immediate concerns you may have:
- the state of the building
- drainage within the grounds and park, and problems in the past with sewerage
- security in terms of vandalism of the Hall and grounds and personal security
- economic viability of the Trust
- maintenance of the Hall and its grounds.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations:
- ensuring stakeholders are continually included and able to contribute
- communication between Trustees / the Board and stakeholders
Main contact name:
David Low, Chair of RARRA
Gill McGillivray, Secretary to RARRA
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Residents of Britannic Gardens
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
We live in the houses opposite Highbury Hall and Park and are effected by any noise and
extra parking generated by use of the hall and park.
We wish to see Highbury Hall repaired and maintained, as well as its reintegration with the
formal parts of the garden and parkland.
We would like to see the hall used as a resource for the local community.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
Like to see Highbury Hall repaired and maintained. Like to see income generated from low
impact events like conferences, historic/special event evening meals and weddings but with
adequate parking provisions within the grounds of the hall.
Would like continued access to the parkland from the Lodge entrance on the corner of Yew
Tree Road and Moor Green Lane.
Any immediate concerns you may have
Parking on Yew Tree Road - this is already a nightmare with the development of
Chamberlain House and any large event at the hall such as the Christmas Fair.
Potential noise problems if the Trust decide to go for large scale events (e.g. Asian
Weddings with outside marquees
Initial suggestion of opening up the old carriage way from the hall to the Lodge entrance on
the corner of Yew Tree Road and Moor Green Lane.
What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Provision of adequate onsite parking.
Commitment to evening noise curfew.
Commitment not to reopen the original carriage way for the use of cars/coaches (this has not
been open for over 30 years at least and was never a tarmac road surface designed for
modern transport).

Main contact name: Martin Richards
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The Victorian Society
A charity championing Victorian and Edwardian buildings in England and Wales. Our
Conservation Advisers help local planning authorities and churches to make better decisions
about adapting Victorian and Edwardian buildings to the way we live now, while keeping
what is special about them. We also seek to engage the public in our campaigns to help
increase the likelihood of conserving buildings.
What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)
We have an ongoing interest and concern in Highbury, in accordance with the objectives of
our organisation.
What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future
The Victorian Society would like to see the estate conserved, restored and open to the public
so its many fine features can be seen by as many people as possible.
Any immediate concerns you may have
That the buildings are looked after and properly maintained.

What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations
Regular updates and consultation on proposals, aspirates and any plans and engagement
with interested parties, such as The Victorian Society.
Main contact name: Stephen Hartland, Chairman
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Appendix
Stakeholder Statement Template
The CHT Trustees would be most grateful if you would prepare a short statement using the
template below.
The name and purpose of your organisation

What your organisation’s current interest or involvement is with the Highbury Estate
(comprising the house and grounds north of the lake)

What your organisation would like to do or see happen on the Highbury Estate in the future

Any immediate concerns you may have

What you may need from the new Trust to realise your aspirations

Main contact name:
Postal address:
Email:
Telephone:
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